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LEITZ
Binocular Stereo Microscopes
The Latest and Ideal Microscope for College Laboratories

Large Field Stereoscopic Vision Long Working Distance

Impressed with the ever increasing importance of Binocular Vision applied to Microscopes, the Leitz Works have through constant contact with the Scientific Profession, been made to realize that through the development of microscopical instruments of comparatively low power, rendering stereoscopic images, possessing large working distance and large field of view, a long felt demand can be accommodated and furthermore the area of microscopical investigations be widened to an extent of which one had no conception.

With this in mind the Binocular Stereo Microscopes have been constructed and through the most favorable reception received, are destined to revolutionize Microscopy in College Laboratories.

The Binocular Bodies—one for high, the other for low power—can be used interchangeably in connection with the various stands illustrated, and in offering such a variety of stands, any individual desire and need can be readily accommodated.

Write for Pamphlet No. (0) 1090.
New Vacuum and Pressure Pump

ROTARY TYPE

This pump is mounted on a metal base plate and connected direct to motor. It is small and compact and needs no attention when operating. The flow is continuous without pulsation.

In construction it consists essentially of an oil-sealed rotor operating in an air-tight housing. A sliding vane separates the suction and discharge parts.

Vacuum—29 ins. of mercury.
Pressure—10 lbs.
Capacity—1,500 cu. in. of air per minute.
Size of inlet—⅛".
Size of base plate 18 x 7".
Weight without motor 22 lbs.

Price complete with coupling mounted on iron base with one pint pump oil, without motor .......................................................... $50.00

Price with motor $18.00 to $25.00 extra according to current used.
Made also in larger sizes.

Write for Complete Description

PALO COMPANY

APPARATUS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND LABORATORY USE

153 WEST 23RD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

L568

COLORED

FLAME BURNER

A Bunsen burner, a vessel for solution and an atomizer are mounted together. The atomizer when attached to an air supply blows a fine spray of the solution in the gas, giving a bright, broad flame with the color characteristic of the salt used. The flame if viewed edgewise gives considerable intensity. All metal parts exposed to the solution are heavy porcelain enameled.

$8.50

Our catalog listing High Grade Physical Apparatus for Advanced Laboratory Work and Demonstration has just been published and we shall be glad to send a copy if interested.
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